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ABbTRACT
The effect of viscosity on quasi-geostrolhic motions in stratified
fluid systems is investigated both for simple laboratory models and cir-
cularly symmetric ocean currents,
It is shown that the motion consists of both a barotropic and a
baroclinic modeo For the barotropic mode viscosity enters the system pri-
marily through convergence in the Eklman boundary layers The convergence
in this boundary layer causes the barotro;ic disturbance to decay with a
spin-down time proportional to It:: - .a where H is the depth of the
fluld0 VJ is the kinelatic viscosity coefifcient and 1 is the basic ro-
tation rate, The baroclinic mode is unafttcted by the Ekman friction ef-
fect and its characteristic decay time is the much greater internal diffu-
sion time scale ,t=LE
The first part of this japer discusses the transient spin-up re-
sulting when a rotating cylinder containing a stably stratified fluid sye-
tea has its rotation rate impulsively changed at t = 0. The spin-up time
and the quaes-steaJy velocity in the baroclinic mode are shown to be func-
tions of the internal rotational Fronde numbero Experiments with salt so-
lutionse both continuously stratified and tvo-layero are shown to be in good
vereement with the theory, Lxperiments with two-layer immiscible fluid yes-
tems are discussed and it Is shown that Ekman layers forming at the inter-
face between the layers control the upper layer spin-up in such cases
In the second part of the paper simple ocean current models are die-
cussed. It is shown that in currents generated by time varying wind stresses
the barotrop uamplitude is limited by ihman friction, so that the baroclinic
mode dominates for long period forcing.
The decay of a baroolinie eddy subject to internal viscous diffusion
is studied and it is shown that If heat diffusion is neglected in certain
asymptotic cases the eddy will diffuse horizontally but retain its initial
vertical structure,
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Finally, the effect is included and certain sfecial solutions
are obtained which indicate that both and friction enhance the baroclinic
mode for long period forcingo
Thesis srarvsoers Jule 0. Chlmry
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Chapter 1
Intrdction and Sumary
"It is more iaiortant to have beauty in one 0 s
equations than to have them fit experiment"
- I. AMo Dirac
The unique character of the viscous boundary layer established in
a rotating fluid system when a geostrophically balanced current flows above
a rigid boundary has been recognized for many years. The Swedish Oceano-
grapher Skman (1905) derived the mathematical torm of the velocity profile
in such a layer, now known as the Ekman spiral. However, the Ekman boundary
layer effects have not generally been included in analytic studies of atmo-
sjheric and oceanic motions. Charney and Ellassen (1949) showed that the
entire effect of friction in the Ekman layer could be represented by a con-
dition on the vertical velocity at the top of this layer, The present work
makes use of this fact in an effort to evaluate the role of Ekman layers in
determining the response of the oceans to wind stresses.
A complete theory of the general circulation of the atmosphere must
take account of the interaction of the ocean with the atmosphere at the sea
surface. The wind stresses acting on the ocean generate currents, and these
current may change the heating distribution over the oceans, causing nonlinear
feedback to the atmosheric driving system. It is obvious that if we hope
to study this complex interaction process successfully we must first under-
stand the response of the oceans to variable wind stresses This problem
has been treated analytically by Rosby (1938), Charney (1955) and Veronis
Stommel (1956)o In these studies it was concluded that the ocean responds
bm1tropically, provided that the forcing frequency is less than the ordeT
I Il I I I _ ~~__..~~__.._ ..____~..~._ _ ~_~~_~__._~___
of one year° That is, the currents generated reach all the way to the bottom.
Veronis and Stommel, by including the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis
parameter0 were able to show that for very long periods the response is baro-
clinic, and the motion is confined primarily to the layer above the thermo-
clineo They also found a strong dependence on the spatial scaleo such that
for horizontal scales less than 100 kmo the baroclinic mode predominates even
for periods as short as several days, whereas cyclonic scale motions (~10000 km)
produce a barotropic response for periods as great as several months, An im-
portant question is then: why donut atmospheric storms produce strong baro-
tropic components in the observed ocean currents?
In none of the previous studies of this problem he bettem triction
been specifically included in the analytic formulation Thus, one purpose
of this paper is to examine the role of bottom friction in maintaining the
baroclinicity of the oceans,
In chapter 2 we briefly review Rossbys ideas on the diffusion of
currents in a homogeneous fluidc The equations of motion are non-dimension-
alized, and it lS shown that Rosebys' fourth order diffusion equation is
actually the asymptotic equation appropriate for a two-layer model in which
the bottom layer is infinitely deep and motionlesso In most ordinary labors-
tory and ocean e5l4 oevieflevr, Ekman bottom IrAction dominates and Rosebys
solution is inaporopriateo
Chapter 3 is devoted to a discussion of the transient motion which
results when a cylindrical vessel containirg a stratified fluid in steady
state rotation has its rotation rate impulsively changed, This so called
aigi-.u problem was studied for a hoimogeneous fluid by Greenspan and Howard
I I -
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(1062o) Their problem is closely rc-ated to the generation of ocean currents
by wind atresses, because in both caes the interior fluid is forced by the
vertical flux of maess out of an Ekman boundary layer0  Furthermore0 the mathe-
matical eolutions for the spin-up problem have the distinct advantage of being
verifiable by simple laboratory exjeriments The theory indicates that in a
stratified fluid the Ekman layer convergence spins the fluid up to a quasi-
steady state which is not solid body rotation0  It is, rather, a geostrophi-
cally balanced flow in which horizontal density gradients create a vertical
shear in the angular velocity0 This quasi-steady velocity is equal to the angu-
lar velocity of the cylinder at the top of the Ekman boundary layer, but de-
creases exponentially away from the boundary, The exponential decrease is ro-
portional to the inverse square root of the parameter , where E may be
called the internal rotational Froude number:
Here E is the basic rotation rate of the cylinder, L and H are the radius
and depth respectivelyD g is the gravitational acceleration and is the
fractional density difference between the fluid at the bottom and top of the
cylinder 6 may be regarded as a measure of the ratio of the rotational force
to the static stability force* Similarly the spin-up time, which is less
than that for a homogeneous fluid, is a function of t such that as E decreases
the spin-up time also decreases,
Chapter 4 extends the spin-up problem discussion to two-layer labora-
tory systems. It is shown that two fundamentally different two-layer models
are possible0 The first 0 composed of immiscible fluids. has a zero order
__ ___ I_ _I_ I~_ __ ___rr_~_ _ ___ 1____1~ ___~_ _~_~ _~_~~_~1 _~__1~_ __I I __I 1_ 1_1_1_ 1_ ~~________
density discortinuity at the Interfacso In this case Ekman layer vi8cosity
is a first order effect at the interface and the top layer spine-up to solid
body rotation in a small multiple of the spin-up time for a homogeneous flud
An instance of the second type of tvo-layer model is a fresh water top layer
and salt water bottom layer, Here the density discontinuity is destroyed by
diffusion and a boundary layer develops in which the density changes cortin-
uously from its value in the top layer to its value in the bottom layer° It
turns out that Ekian friction at the interface is a second order effect in
this case and the spin-up process is closely analogous to that for the contin-
uously stratified model, The bottom layer forced by the rigid bottom boun-
dary, spins-up to solid body rotation. But the top layer, which has a free
surface, is not forced directly by friction but responds only to the pressure
field induced by curvature of the interface, Thus0 in the quasi-steady state
there is shear between the top and bottom layerso Only on the much longer
diffusion time scale will the top layer approach solid body rotation at the
new rotation rate
In Chapter 6 a simple experimental procedure for confiralng the *pin-
up theory of the previous two chapters is described. Results of experiments
for both two-layer and continuously stratified fluids are displayed. Die-
cuseson of the problems presented by possible baroclinic instability and mixing
at the vertical boundaries is relegated to the appendiceso
The remaining chapters are devoted to applying the results of the
spin-up theory to simplified models of the real oceans0  In the sixth chapter
it ~s shown that if a wind stress acts on the ocean for a finite time both
baroclinic and barotropic currents are generatedo but the barotropic mode de-
cays on the spin-up time scaleo leaving a quas-steady baroclinic current
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hos~ amplitude is dependent on the frequency and scale of the forcing,
n the seventh chapter the evolution of such a baroltinic vortex
is studied, The theoretical developent must be carried tothe next higher
order to include viscosity effects in the interior, The resulting solution
indicates that in the absence of heat diffusion the current decays slowly
through horizontal spreading due to both the aeridional circulation and
horizontal eddy diffusiono with very little change in its vertical structure0
Finally0 in the e igth chapter the role of latitudinal variation of
the Coriolis paraaeter (the so called -effect) is discussed. Solutions
are obtained for simple harmonic traveling disturbances 0  It is shown that
increases the baroclinicity of the response for low frequency dri.ing
forces, and that Wyttom friction enhances this effect.
__ ~___ ~1 _~__~~_I_ __1 __ __ 1____ _I ~ I__ ~ _..l--- -------L-l~l. .I -- i - --~I-
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Chapter 2
Transient Flgw In A Uggeneous ancomLressable Fluid
Coo0, Rosaby (1937) was the first worker to study in some detail the
frictional decay of geostrophically balanced currentso In the first of his
papers on the adjustment of large scale flow to the Coriolan pressure field
he heuristically obtained an equation which he believed to govern the diffu-
sion of momentum for a zonally uniform current in a homogeneous incompressible
fluid on an infinite rotating plane0
In the present chapter 0 as an introduction to he methods of analysis
which will later be applied to stratified fluids0 we reexamine the problem
treated by Rossby with the addition of friotlonal effects at the bottom boun-
dary, It is advantageous to express the governing equations in nondimensional
form to clearly exhibit the conditions under which Rossby gs solution is valid,
The equations of horizontal momentum for a fluid on an infinte rota-
ting plane may be written
6 * do- m_
where f is the Coriolis parameter u and v are the velocity components in
the x* and ye directions respectively0 p is the pressureo Is the con-
stant density,-,. and P are viscosity coefficients for vertical and hori-
zontal stresses respectively andV is the horizontal LaplacLan ) %,
If we were modelling the oceans 1/1 and VjH would be eddy stress coefficients
and generally unequal. But for laboratory models with laminar flow ))=-) H-
where V is the molecular kinematic viscosity coefficient, For the scales of
I
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motion in which ve are interested vertical accelerations are neglLible
comparei to the gravitational acceleration0 thus the hydrostatic approxi-
mation is valid:
.(a3)
To close the system we need the continuity equations
In the above equations as in the rest of this work, dimensional variables
are starred, All other variables are nondiaensionalo
We assume that the motion is independent of x and let the initial
current be .Ut, rU(y)o Introducing the scales U, L and H which represent
typical horizontal velocity0 horizontal scale0 and vertical scale respe-
tively0 we define nondimensional variables which are of order unity pro-
vided that the motions are hydrostatic and in approximate geostrophl balance:
-"= a v v U. .Ro = w R
X'= xL , y*= 7 L ,' . H
P'^-P. 0( + RID )P= P gH
H represents the mean free surface height of the fluid and h is a
nondimensional measure of the deviation from that mean, The nondeiensional
parameters end IAaare defined:
Ro is the Ros by number which is snall for geostrophic motions V and
sI are scaled with Ro because they represent the small divergent component
of the motiono Usitn the additional parameters Y'-Y H and z-o U
Lthe UL
the nondmenslonal equations may be written as.
_ I__ _ ~I
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_ / f d* a ., " (S aa )
From (2.6) we obtain
_.U-: - ab 4o (Ro) (a.
Therefore u is independent of Z to O(R) provided that Rf %.i which is
the case for all systems of interest to use Now0 at the bottom boundary u
must be zero and a boundary layer must developo Charney and Ellassen (1949)
showed that the frictional dissipation in this ]kman boundary layer may be
included in the equations for the interior as a condition on the vertical
velocity at = 0, Dirtensionally this condition may be expressed as
It equation (2.5) is differentiated by . and the non-linear term
which is O(Ro) is neglected then we obtain the vorticity equations
Substituting from the continuity equation and integrating in we get
-- (_7, - _ - o . ,,)
where \0 is the vertical velocity at the free surface 4iWl' 0 Thum,
Se oa No rL bR h Then to t cO) the velocity
at the top may be mritten Wh, o Differentiating the vorticity equation
)t
_~ ___ I
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by L and substituting from (2.9) forw,we obtain
oY "I 3aY
.here E .'E measures the strength of Ekman frictione The three
Iarameters e o - and R control the nature of the time evtlution of the
field. The following cases are of interest, If the fluid is very
deep, so that E< 1 and Ru/E >7 ] then horizontal diffuslon dominates.
The time cale is set by the value of R H  which may.be very small but must
still belance the h terms for any time dependent motion to existo The
diffusion Is of two possible classes depending on the magnitude of
1) For low rotation rates, t < I there will be an approximate balance
between the first and last terms in equation (2.12). This Is Just the form
of an ordinary diffusion equation and the half width of the current U(y)
increases as r a
2) For high rotation rates9 E>> I the balance is between the second and
fourth termso The resulting equation Is a fourth order Jiffusion-type equa-
tion in which the current half widJth increases as Therefore rotation
is stabilizing against horizontal diffusion. This latter case is the equation
which Rossby studied. He neglected the time derivative in both momentum
equations* retaining only the time rate of change of the free surface height,
His solution is valid then only in the case 6>>/ o For typical currents in
a homogeneous ocean if the hrizontal scale L = 1,000 k. t= I and
Rossby's results are not valido Rossby 0 s result is however appropriate for
a two layer fluid system in whzch the bottom layer is very dee.o For in
that case e involves the reduced gravity where s the
_ . I __ _~ _1~ I~~_
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denalty difference betmeen the layer, inn two layer ocean models Ap A1o -
so that E 10o (for L ' 10 m. ).
In a typical laboratory model the scales are: I1,. O c
-04c0w * 0 "cs Therefore,t'%. and R1,'t;5 $
where web Vve used the molecular viscosity coefficient for water )r.olw. o
Similarly, in a hom.ogeneous ocean model we choose scales typical of Gulf
Stream eddies: 6Io"' * a l e , and U 1csC
Eddy viscosity values of ~)1 4 lo5 s c~ an i5a I c' se. ' are typi-
cal of those quoted in the literature (see for example Hill (1968)). Thus,
Es. and RW ~.o . In both cases E/R~ I so that bottom
friction completely dominates in the decay process,
To analyze this case it It convenient to define new independent varl-
ables = Es and . Then equation (2.12) may be written in the form
If we try alutions of the form
( 
)" 
k
r-o
we find that f (k,s) , the Fourier transform of U a must satisfy the equa-
tion k"
Hence ,
e(ks) G(ko)e '' (a 5)
Where G(k,)) is the Fourier transform of the initial condition
GFor the nitial o) on e ll assume a et etrc about th
For the initial condition we will assume a jet symmetric about Y.e with C
~-II - ----- I--"-- 1. II -L.
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Gaussian distribution in - ( 1.
where A is a constant, The Fourier traneform of (2.16) iso
G(k, o)= e
Hence, we obtain as an integral expression for Lu
A (n4, s ) = e .e dk (S  -7)
quation (2o17) may De numerically inteiirated to obtain typical values of
U. for various 7 and 5 . For an initial width A=r the evolution
of LL in time for various values of 9 is plotteid in Figure 2.1. Because
S 4 X increasin- the value of 7 corresponds either to increasing
the horizontal distance from the origin or increasin4 E Aor a given y
Nowa . measures the magnitude of the free surface heiA;ht perturbations. For
large E the change in momentum due to Ekman friction is therefore accom-
panied by large mass adjustments due to changes in the free surface qi;ht0
and a corresponding diffusion of the geostrophic currento For small
the free surface Is essentially level 0 there is very little mass adjustment
and the current simply decays exponentially with very little diffusion. The
latter is essentially the sin-down problem treated by Greenspan and Howard
(19.4-). The opposite case R%- >:> I o which is ap:nropriate for the motion
of the to; layer in a two layer model with a very deep lower layer, may be
solved in a similar manner using the Fourier transform. The integral ex-
presslon for the velocity is in this case
Comparison with equation (2.17) indicates that the h~th wave numbers diffuse
_ ~___ I __(_ _ * _ I 1_1
oizt ude vami41y in the r;ns lit zcas'e The ves11Ztz.v are jlThtte2 -n 72'4-v
diociars 91.by *to-by ia1 apo5muett ,in t fi icl it b r ese p- hthzt
Rozxebyls reulto awo, c4pipicble only t 3 c, large c euCF 3- ctents onsif d to
tin sst uvfae layer In to rieal oceeu%
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Figure 2.1
The decay of a ;eostrophic
current in a homogeneous
fluid with bottom friction,
I I I_ -----, --------;----- --~...~~...~. ~~.--~-.I-~-----~I----- --
Figure 2.2
The decay of a geostrophic
current in a homogeneous
fluid with lateral viscosity.
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Chapter 3
-fTh ? Ie t of a Contingously Stratified Fluid
ie consluer a cylindrical vresel rotating about its vvrtical (
axis with angular velocity cLO as illustrated in Figure 2,1, The vas-
eel 1i filled with a viscous fluid confined between rigid horisntal boun-
daries at - a If we assue that the radius to depth ratio of
the cylinder is 0(1) , then viscous diffusion effects along the r.gld
vertical boundary of the vessel will ;lay a negligible role in the spln-up
of the fluid in the interioro (bee Apjendix B for a heuristlc discussion
of the sid wall boundary layers),-
We now solve the initial value
problem in which at time t' 0 the
fluid and vessel are in solid body
rotation at the anjular velocity
.L=. l. o and at t = 0 the
angular velocity of the vessel is im-
,ulsively chaned by a small amount c o
so that for "t*1O , atl fl.-LO * We wish to determine the charact-
istic time for the fluid to approach solid body rotation at the new rztation
rate.
Greenspan and Howard (1963) have solved this troblem for a homogeneous
incompressible fluid in elegant detail. They showed that the sorn-up takes
place in three time scales corresponding to three distinct physical mechaneis,~
If a nonalmensional time is defined by t o then. the characteristic
time scales are as follows: (1) In time t ~"o() Ekman boundary layers have
-23-
developed as a reeult of te e n th. A~d rfacee at E ;: A , -
The e-folding depth of these Ekfan layers I e hes -- is the
kinematic viscosity. (2) Ia time 
_ z the interior fluid has
spun-up. to the new rotatlon rate lthlln oder . (3) In time t -~ ti
&a1 residual inertial oscillatlons have decayed through viscous' diffusiono
The third time scale is the time for viscous diffusion effecte to
penetrate to the center of the fluid. (In a nonrotatng system this is
the characteristic time for resone of the interior to boundary stresses).
For cases of physlcal interest - i large, and since in the rotating
case the interior rearonds in a time of order we see that rota-
tion decreases immensely the time in which the interior resonds to bounJary
stresses. The physIcal reason for this beZavior of rotating fluids Is that
boundary stresses cause a centrifugal outflow in the Ekman layer. Continuity
then demands a slow radial inflow in the interior to preserve mass. Viscosity
effects are negligible in the interior so that angular momentum is conserved
and the radial inflow increases the vorticity in the interior by replacing
low angular momentum fluid with high angular momentum fluid. In this manner
the interior is brought u: to the new rotation rate in a tinme.which is appaoxl
mately -.o timesthe ratio of the depth of the vessel to the depth of the
Elman layers.
In the homogeneous incompressible case the mathematics may be simapl-
fled because it is oseIble to reduce the Eulerian equations of motion to
two equations in the variables V and ) , there V is the azimuthal velo-
city and Is a streamr function for the meridIonal (M, e v) motion
The radial deendence ts easily caparated out because V and ) are both
r.o- I~ we aut tharefoi'e ew"10y tbie Methods~ of dlynenriael sca1lit 1hi
Cotn ' .yglca feturets of the probierna
If' d~~Eg te~ % . p nd&nl
vrelociti*s an&iv~ d ar.-U e Jr,1aa' 2sytnctry ( oTh
of motion1 are thien In 1 olzr coordin~ates;
ma e 0.lten4- = W ~ rj~( *
it* +4k v V w1
ghr in a standard denalty Uopendent on depth alon~e, iviL
-25S-
~ith coefflent of thermal xcpaus on. Altera vely, if the sratifcato
is Yr:AoduceZ-"d by Se.1lity vradies may wi-1te in place of 23.5)
whpre 1 is a aondimensiional deprture from the standard densaity p ( .)
The final equation necessary to close the system is the first law of therso-
dynamics. There are no internal heat sources -in the enysteo so diffuEion
of heat is tha only contribution to the heatin ,rate, Uein~ the avssu~pton
of incompresibility the first law becomes
t* _& W T (3. C)
vhere I s the thmmometric conductivity, Equations (,.1) - (?.c) are nou
nondi ensionalized so that the fundamental physical jprameters which deter-
mine the character of the motion are isolated and all deendent variables
become of order unity,
We define the scale lencths L and H where L. is the radius of the
cylinder and H is its depth. To wet the time scale we utilize Greenspan
and Howard's result for the sPin-up time of a hoMoveneous incompressible
fluid. We let a == t~, j nd antici ate that in the stratifted case the
transient meridional circulation forced by convergence in the Ekman layers
has a time scale of order " . This assumption is justified a toate~iri by h
the solution. The velocity scale is determined by the magnitude of (
(the chan.ve in angular velocity of the cylinder). Uwin; the scales L, ,
'~, and 0 we define the non?1imeneonal variables
Ve = VV/L, w = A
r - -- -
Xe ut&lize the olonon ondvmanslonal numbar
J = Qulto~P21 /z 1-(Thlr number)
(Internal rotational Froude numbesar)
Ro - . (Roasby niuber)
aeio
wDhee p . . - C . We also need = L/ ad
Ts . 'r4  aa (the standard temperature density and
pressure respectively) are functions of SL alone. For quasi-geostrohbic
motions it is appropriate to scale the pressureo density and temperature as
follows (see Charney and Stern (19.2)):
p*' -- *(l UE Ro T ) = p:(( - H? Ro)
Applying the variables of (?.7) to equations (CI) through (o)
we obtain the following nondimensional equations. Fo: horizontal omente
i hn es r e (3d)
If the standard dimensional variables and are chosen to stify
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the hydrostatic relationshi:o
-S
then equation (3.3) becomes
The continuity equation (3.4) becomeso
[-A Trti o(V )T - w d j.t - (-V 16 )
And the heat equation is
f jT (3. 13)
Equations (3.8)- (3,13) Involve the six independent parameters 0" o < o
E c Ro o and 2 T fCrth-r simplify the system we must place re-
strictions on the values of these parameters. We limit the discussion to
fluid systems which are Boussinesq (i.e, the total density variation 1i small
compared to the mean density). In such fluids ~4 1 o and provided that
E is not too great ~e < I also. As stated previously te ass ume 0(i)
Furthermore 0  e require that Ro = -L < ) so that the motion is quaei-
geostrophic. We must allow C to vary over a rather large range in order
to study the effect of varying static stability.
The parameter '* Is small for all cases of interest and since it
multiplies the diffusion terms it is a natural parameter to use in a ertur-
bation series expansion of the equations. In he lowest order expansions of
the heat and momentum equations the terms involving the second derivative
with respect to f. will be lost, Therefore0 Loundary layer type solutions
will in general be necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions at ~-zJ o
It turns out that solutions valid throughout the region-1S Z +) may be
written Jt the form
where the I superscripted variables represent the solution in the Interior
and 5 superscripted variables are boundary layer contributions which approah
zero exjonentially as -P-Co . Here Is the stretched coordinate
The boundary layer thickness is just the Ekman layer depth measure .
Using the above formalism we expand the variable formally as follows:
- F, rr.1. ) A +' F (y) 0,. (z.,)
where (lrv, t,t) stands for any of the variables V o Vr , h or 9 o All
of the coefficients must become exponentially small as O--d -,o
We first examine the equations valid for the interior region, The zero order
expansion for the interior is from equations (~.8). (9 ,), (3.11) and (3.13);
VO -- -O,
wo = o
where terms of O(Ro)are meglected. These zero order equations are the
dignastic geostrophic and hydrwoattic equations which exhibit the co up1r,
batween the pressure, azimuthal velocity and temperature fieldo.
To get time dependent prediction equationa for the interior we must
go to the first order in ? . Lquations (3.i), (312), (3.12) and (.17)
give the first order system correct to O(Ro) as :
Vo 0 (3. I )
r
So_(3.ao)
Thus, in the interior VQ is of order unity but V, and W are of order R~
as can be seen from (3.0) and (3.13)o
The interior moition may be expressed in a single conservation
equation the so called potential vorticity equation. If we define a stream
function P= o we have from (3.17)
Differentiating (2.18) with respect to (r %and (3.20) with respect
to - combining with the aid of (3.19) and expressing the re~ult in
terms of we obtain
Equation (3.22) is a linearized form of the potential vorticity .cquation
derived by Charney and 6tern (1962).
It is obvious from the symmetry of the problem that the structure
of the boundary layers in the vicinity of :~'- I and t*~ is Identical.
Th4ste nuFed only texahnaete iboundary layer aT 
_
equao~na (3,82 - r3.18) fo  5f Of f we ta th2 frst
in the xundary layer (after interior components have baen
\ B oo
o481. -~i
o~r~ 2
0
)- VO
ab
- (3,26)
(3.Qr7- 0
From equaton (312) T he boundary condition on 'o at a
rigio surface is at W =o . Therefore W6 (o6() = o arnd
W0() = O Furthermore from (2.27) we see that TF() : 4 is
the Only solution which satisfies the condition T;- °
Therefore there is no thermal boundary layer of thi knesu
The boundary layer equations (3.23) - (2,26) can be solved subject
to the boundary conditions that e Ir oV Oa rNd, .. at = I o
The boundary conditions in the boundary layer stretched coordinates are
then at I o0
R (
VO -- e (3.a9)
f ( 3. 30)
And as -. --W o o \ - o . MultiplyIng (3,23)
order kaance
subtracted outt)
(32L ,)
njv a daddi to ce.4) we get the simpe3 second order equa",on
( Vo -- L\ 4 .-" V, VThe s:,To1;
subject to bounday condit.ons (3.2S) is
\o = r o e cosb( f
)iffeeantating ( .2W) by 2 (app )lyi aP ng (3.20) -a-d 1:3.1) v
ge t
(a - , )e s- (.3 )
Integrating 2.SO) VjI th rezlct to fro mo
have finally0
This expression gives the vertical flux from the interior into he Ekman
layerm at -=t I o and will be um~e to formi.ulate the bounaiaida.r3,y cond3tio. t
foz .equation (3.22).
We now solve for the time dependent interior flow orrect to ordc:
\ for t o() , We first expres W I at e t-. - in ter m s oji
the stream fuinction by substituting the adiabatic equation (3 .2m) inlto eque-
tion (,o.31) The resulting boundary condition is
Now 9- (y1a JI) a so it will obviously be necesary to eparat ovt 'he
r detend ace to aelve (3.22) aith boundary conditions (2.,4).
In Greenspan and ZHoTardea Probles this was eaoily done bcause At
turned out that the dependent variables mere linear functions of r . Rn the
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reen case tlat 4. not. rue - M Th see.aration can ony t e accoup,,is.,j
by expanding P i n a orthogonal ePrie appropriat' to thi gTeom-t-y of
the yln rical tank. We cthoose at = i as the bu-nJary con-
dition in the horizontal. This condition imples zero horizo~n.al dive -
gence vo ; l waich is pbysically reaae nable since the horizontal diver-
gence must change alga from the Interior to the side boundary layer. 4
may then be expanUed in a zero order Fourier - Bessel series
00
ki -,- ,t Jh) O ( k
n=i
where the k are the Vl zeroes of T,(k ) , and the (knht)are coefi-.
clents to be determined. (In Apoendix B the P.roblem of matchring this sola-
tion to the side boundary layers is discussed°) Substituting (3,35) into
equation (3.22) and boundary conditions (3.34) We obtain the equati~ and
boundary conditions deterain.n the Y(k, 1 t)
-k Y + e = o (3.ba)
.= - - (-,, +k T at : .- :I (3.3 , )
Wsere the XSXh are constants in the Fourier - Bessel expansion of L ;
There fore , b I
This expansion is valid in the region 0 < r < i which Is the region of
interest in the present problem.
The time dependence is eliminated from equations (2.3.) by appli-
cation of a Laplace transform, We let
S = ed i3t 3)OO6
, 'iSa xcuaa the 1zn1tia1 value of' is zero wi Alna t f ro-a a62~
~ ''. (3. 398)
+/
The So1l.tiorn Is hkw
Tsonly On".U10rities of a---&e tolea at pt- awln ii ~
Hec va my Invart ('4)by a simple residue cala~latioi to .4eetq
For a vvn horizontal 9arve num~ber ky.the nplr1.up ocetara In time t ta
As the stratificatlon ap'ochv zero G-,wand (3041) to &S:yMptctiCa11y
Suhistitultin; Into (-3)ard takn.; the Latlacian u' et V(I.- ~' e
for e-- oo 7t'tla is jv~ust u~renaran anid HovarPS regiult for, a homegecneoum
~s~.bl fld. nlirefoej, the preaent sollution approa h a t a corzect
asyrn totlc limuit,, (The Nj~a factor &appears because ve e scaled the ifwob-
e with 2&no Trather thrn G~ .Sawmnn the Fourier -Beasel serles
for coe~fficients 0.,41) vie obtain the stream functe
arti7  Cs k( CO t
tezero or~ks temrture proftle,7; 
. kTo ~~~( '5-nt-?4 PO A
L Ifm--*
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All of tihe se i e convrsre rather rapidly and may easily Le evaluated
n..umera61y by Eummi- the first svevral te:mks
'n the pra~ent sUatified case it is obvlouo froam cequatlon (44
that for large t the fluid has reached a queas-steady state bLut one
whlcCh involves vertical shear of theda uthal velocity, This shear in1
creases vith decrea~in4 (increa0in. sati iC itability)o The Physical
reason for this dependence is that static stability suppresses the verti-
cal circulation and thus the interior radial inflow necessary to balance
the outflow in he n t a layer is greatest just above the boundary layer
and decreases towards the center of the fluid,
In Figure 3.2 the spin-up time obtained by summing the series in
equation (3044) for l 5=. and V-=I in plotted as a function of E
"xperimentally obtained values are also indicated in the figureo The verti-
cal profile of zonal velocity in the quasi-steady state is illustrated in
Fiure 3.? for the case a Q. and e. (r=. 5 in both cae~e),
The abscissae VO;/r is the nondimensional angular velocity. In Fiure
3,4 the quasi-mteady angular velocity at r=. 5 and 2= O is Plotted
against E to indicate the strong dependence of vertical shear on the sta-
tic stability.
There is a small radial dependence of the spin-up tine and the verti-
cal shear. As " increases the contribution of the higher modes in -the
Fourier-Bessel expansion for the stream function becomes greatero In thes.e
higher modes the horizontal scale of the motion is restricted Po that ef-
fectively E=? - is smaller and the baroclinicity of the flos is
greater, Physically, the decrease in the horizontal scale as 1 becomes
.02 -A )
0A25 -A
4oo3 .0 1
Experimental
Data koints
F indicates free vurface experiment
R indicates rigid top boundaxy
(R
R
0 2 4 0 8 10
Spin-up time vs, the Intermal RotatitoaM FctrJs Number in the
Continuously Stratified Model
Figure 3.2
12
10
I,
+,75
Figure . 3
Velclty rofile in the Quasia*teady State
for the Continuous Model a -~- *
RS. I.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Figure 3.4
Quasi-Steady Velocity at  = 0 vs. the
Internal Rotational Froude Number
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larger is due to the constraint of zero normal vc-.cicty at the rigid verti-
cal bounrdary
1n Figura e the interior density field is abown for the ca~e
and= ' / , Note that the greatest density perturbations occur qilte
close to the boundary layers. t o 1 e which indicates that str g
vertical motions are suppresed away from the boundaries. Only the !over
half of the cylinder Is shown in the Figure, for 5 is symaetric abogu
Finally, we compare the energy relationships for the homogeneous
and stratifted cases reseactively. Differentiating (3.18) by Y )
and substituting from (3.21)0 then multiplying through by and inte-
grating over the cylindrical volume we obtain vith the aid of Green0 s thco-
ream
The lefthand side is the time rate of change of the kinetic energy, The
first term on the right i the work done by frictional stresses in the
boundary layers and the second term expreases the conversion between pote-
tial and kinetic energy. An equation for the rate of change of potential
energy is obtained by multiplying equation (3.20) throu-gh by and
integrating to get
Combining (3.4Z) and 3,46) we obtaln the energy equation for th
qusi- Ogtotoec 
-syte
Am.8--
-- 0
-1'1
g*o2
0 .1 .3 .5 .7
Figure 3.5
Density field fore = 1 and t = in the continuous model;rS
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hLi eqstowC n honW ta th m iuai r tc a of channcg of the kiretic
Vlu poenial energy equals 1he v-zor: done by bovnd aMy sresssi the~ E
layer. si1ng Gre a a th e may axIr.s! th r e of r4enrtial  ue Iin
tic ener gy as
Substtutngr from the sra;ae solutions (324) en (3,42) ve obtain for / I
SCosh ,
According to (348) and (3.49) K for all values of the stabilityo But
for highly stratified fluide uwhere E I O P8 K . n the other asymptotic
limit e. co a P-* o and the kinetic eniergy becomes
- rr+ 16gT =
which is just the volume integrated kinetic energy for the homogeneous case.
To justify this summation we note that the ateady state solution for the horo-
,eneoua spin-up problem is in the present notation
Th total kinetic energy is therefores
11 -0 "-r11d-, T (rd r
Exyandin the vorticity V : 2 IZa Fourler-lBessel series for the reion
< r- ai wt e obtain 4 TZ 'ik))
(see equation (3.27)). 4<
v'I Tr toet, e a
' 
I
Finlly., we may wyite the totel erzerqy at
Equation (3,50) indicates that increasing the static etability decrea&e
the total energy in the quasi-steady spEn-up regime, For small the
energy -1 decreeses as the square root of 6
-42--
ChapLte 4
- The yca st-up i the 0 as In
*1Ithe j.rc vious chaptar 0  But in the gre-
sent case the fluid con~ists of to home"
It geneous and im niscible layers of de asty
Sacnd reapetively (ee FiguNe 4
where gsbcrirt 1 denotes the top layer
and subscript 2 denotes the bottom layer, The system is statically atable
so that < The equations of motion are aain acaled using the
barotropic spin-up time It = " We then define nondimensional var l -
ables in analogy with the previous scaling as follows;
OV ' -= */ 1 = V H t t
,ae = Ve /rL , Vii, / ;.L 'h
.'A atl" ItWe utilize the non muensional parametersa 
----
s t h4/He Lhere M _,
to the aduced gravity. In addition we define and @
where )l, o and ). are the v1scositesof the upper and lower layr ?arsyelc--
tivelyo
From equation (3,11) we see that since W, and are of OARo)c ,
the i.resaure is hydrostatic to 0(Ro0.) Integrating the hydrosatc rela-
tionship through each layer we find that
Pi = ,' h +
-4 3-
These e r efsons may then be aubsutltted into the horiyzontal maomentum eqaa-
tiona to elnminate pesure' If we v aale th hei4hts as
h = H, (I , Ro h,)
bh ( -L. Ro )
ue may write the ondimenslonal momerntum equations as follow~: for th, top
Ro V.1 r ,
cRD(V,,.+H~V,(VI , vi a + vw, ~ 1
-Tr as 7-
-V
, 4- -
with the continuity equation
(4YI 5$)and for the botto layer
and for the bottom layer
v2e - . (-h,)
ha Ve + t" W aV (q,'-I)
with the continuity equation
4 __ =0
This set of equations is then to be solved subject to the approtvijat.
, the bottom boundary0 we ugserigid vinceu~
("i. :
I OL + N4- -A 4-1- x I vi re~
b t_b
St
,- ,8tncaby
71+ E ,5 a 0 v
b ~J,
b80 v ,, WV v.a'V r
,a 3r 
V,. +
j.3 jv,v+ V.V :2 4a
,./. "I
_ b Vi r
boundary conditions. At Z 0O
r j
boundary conditiono
/a = /- an C V -)
Thus a unit anglar velocity change is Impared to the cylnend  a c2' o
At the top free boundary ve apply the no stress toundary condilions:
At the interfaces ,- a 0 me require continuity of velocity and streos.
Because the two fluids are Immiscible there is no diffusion .cro the
interface and the density changes discontinuously from ft " to it
is convenient to write the vertical velocities as
w, = X id.. - ah4 aL-t T (q.
\l(h)= H(b1 -hA
We now apply boundary layer theory to solve this system in a manner
analogous to the continuous case. We let 7 o . = (h?- ) . .nd
k h (t - ) where 1 - and are stretched coordinates for te
boundary layers atand and -  in the lower layer, and a - in the
upper layer res~ectivelyo For the lower layer we write all variable5 in
the form I '
and for the upper la-yer we write
S(r t) _ .P) vt ) (qa(j4.J)
Vi:a2b;;~ il~~~~ 02n ~rf~ ij Z. 1- 1,:~o" - asrn~'~ k
VT
~F~ 3SE ~sT P~i~F ~s~rB4~~~t~~-i; ;9 Bd~i~PC':,~~$8IE;0e;i
and for the lower
V 0& 2 r rLa
I -e :by3; +
ir a
(q.1-7)
('i.,g)d
(". o)
where Vt W0an
and (4.183) indicate that I e arid are in
for, If ue differenlate (4,13) aid (43.19) w S' % h
obtaino aftc&sF Inte.;erating In 2
HI ~6Vzh ,.W 'kt P;
k (I,)
\A 0
H (V'h - V,
e ~ o IV)
dws~ait ~f $~(
~6 tO (r
(~L )7fi
Where Vwe he in each cW utiiizj e 6 tir #iC
~t
Th-c vertica,, ,,acl 1; hc 01"fx n;-Ve Oquatlons t ar ,3~e~laa c by
tJ.-,:e Ita s no 'oundary ley, Furthey',tiGei en ca~es of a
W$~: \j~\ , ID(RO -xr.a3
ap.L1 li r7 ie;g,1Aib1e compairej to the Inteslar I ia & ttorw &ndary
4Aye wich r aust be p eeant if bounday, CniL inEn & .9) are to be {i
fld I jst the ordinary Eknan lzyer, %hiah vim tr, t~c- in the PFevloup..
Chn3Ate2 The result wte thato
It remains to an1yze the boundary layers at the interface, X? vie
the ariablesg W% "A e ad '/ r In the' fomr (, and the iarablke
Vie . I%*n the form (4,14), then since and k are stretched cood&
ve have
UtiziMi bun~xdarP y conditions (4ol) at zee
Vj G( k a (0) + V2 60 V1 to 011
jr ) tAnd mince V 0' Q, hwe 'J V
vnd h e strersa ccntlarilty condition a.t the inte-tface-5 .r,
-;PvVi/j
-41
caln7g the~ equatono ton for thef~~ bouda laye Vriables~P- and~ ie-
of O obtan ?.Q e uR- aer
(5 zz* z0 2. jV', Cir ~
adorthe loiier I a-y-er
The aolu-ions of (0.26) and (3q27) Subject to Uoun!ary Co as (?.a5)
are T /11
,/
S- 0J
vi - V -r
- '1anj1j p1y )('f 3 d b)(viY- v SWnl~/(~ar b
\I~ / ar
)
To obtain the vertical fluxe into the interior of tLe upl:er .:nd
lower layers "e differentiate (4.28b and d) by and su sti2ute the
resulta into the contilu ty equations (4,17) and (4.20) re:pec, aely.- a -
gration acrose the boundary layer then gives
w" I V,
W f () -n- ~ ~y ~r )
Substituting from equatlon (4.12) and the bouvdary conditions (4.25) -e
t
)
MIt Ll P 
'
Y U o .. i l a s' t
P1 c 1,).l- >('-. ' )
Further e note that
d Theeforeo e may neglect the term of O(E) I.n (4.29). " ",jZ&a
this means hat e B Oato o th tfree loa ch e of heighteight im ean i
negligible compared to the elation of the Interface height from the mean.
Further, we nte that
---, -4 v,, Z + \1 V,
Viv and Vx. y-a a oth h( s t he local change of height 10 Miuoh
greater than the aJvetion by the divergent radial flo, sand the ad :  e 1 n
terms may be neglected. Hence from equatioas (4.29) sad (430)
\,1 (h,) = - au,(vYvx,-VY,) a, P t , )
J 
_(I+. ..,-) H7 ~.3
t4Ti t ( +e PY) H 3
Substdtuint from (4M.1), (4,24) and (4,.22) in o (4.21) aad (4,22) rc! or;-
gtaln the two layer model equatione for .mml lble fluids,
,a v*?+ it. )- itiff l2 =
_ V 1
°  
t i - I , Y ( i i' ")r ;
b8 - 3 1 a ( , - / )r- ( ( ) ' ') =/O
'<C svr[u, /2
( -3 2
( "3 . ? )
In general this set of partial differential equations tnst Le ,
In terms of a FourlerBessel exgpnsion But in the case C1 ,~ zC
(uhere the coupling between layers is primarlly frictional) an a'n rt&Km
solution is easily obtained by erpandzing tLe strea .unctionn EI .ti~ ; b
series in . e note that o thus if £K I tan tv
only that H a t~ o insure that <<
and W as
(Y~ = (f~, -P e,~ 4'
Cg 0Ch LI z , f 'I)
"C
arnd este like r cris of C in (4q32) aald 4f,. Ail lel. 2O.veG5
tions are then
- ,o t.a -v )~
,'4rtic 
3d. .
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If 0now let ' i a!d ra. b he apl ce zrau owaso d vtriabies
o 0
ve obtain from (4,34) and (4.35)
where , 4 2
Inverting the Laplace transform we obtala
, - v',V Li Q\[* II
T,'v-
(tt. 37)
- _ _ I)
Compariton with the complete solution to be- derived belov ndecates
'that the perturbation method gives quite good reaslta even fore, e, iauge
as 1. Therefore,- if 6, 00 the interface may be treated a as plae .a
dary because vi$scout effects completely overhealm the ianterface :ei~:i~ ..r
turbationes In Figure 4.2 the zero orde2r solftions (4.33) &nd (4.) 
ploted forH,=6cm. D t=Scm o -X 5r7 and . t .hic axe
the values appropriate to the kearoasene and water exparSiments de, cb''oi in
Chapter 5, The points oarreaond to !eloc1tty Inasu &ente i  tvo o &
spin-up, axperiments; one HFor the upCe? -,e, P -:hiC ,5 -a: ...
!or the lower layer in hich I --,7
IIIWs~ ~la~CW1r~u urarcu~
~ a54(P35,3
~(Pt~)~p~~3
- ~ 'Y ------LOY
(Z, r-Si-cS~) 3- d(S,~Sa - j~- L~ 5,5~
0 1
0 I I
0 o5ur 14
Figure 4.2
0. lower layer
g - upper layer
1.5 2.0
Spin-up of Imalscible Two-Layer Fluid for Small e,
We, gae~rz~z czsa iheeci
Tc1 
IJ2
gvanl n *SUbOU'Uting th OXIMI"'on (413~) 14
equatlii (4,22) and (4,32) w:C obtain as eustions ~'
((4;)
i.n equation C-4,37).
oS~j2~&o &~9.3
O'e rTL +i) 1aT
an~jCL , Is c3fineo
To aolu'e the scit (4,44) and (4,45) ve aggain apply the Laplace trana-
form and get the tra sfOrmed not
(FR±Ox) +
CL~ ~~
(q.,Lf~)
(14.47)
,where
Kn-- E1
c 
)k
T.
Sik
CL~
IWe define
(dat-'.)AC.- )
(ditak i)C
Fa U S-;vg -t **, On "iOf 41--Z. ,,Itvzxt-m "k. Ely"r-C, ,
kr2A-
(.4j, Lf i-t )
fE )6 t 
-t
nil d6l
F C-2
The n 1f O7 = J *:\-TTT
Us ave £in yall,
PPZ (ad 1)(P-R)(p 5)
PEng the Lalace Tran(form -e obta-)()
tin, the Lalace Tsansform we obtain. .
EAt IA..) C o .. _ 
-- . ,
0
The vorticity may then be obtained by substituting (4.48) into the series
expansions:J ~ ,, O Tylr' ----- (
00*
n:i
(qa, c)
I, Lfj9
For numerical work it is easier to uee velocities because the series exp n-
sione converge facter0 and the experiments easure velocity, The velocities
may be expressed in terms of series expansions in the first order Bessel
function
The theoretical spin-up times listed in Table 3.1 are the result of summing
numerically the first 12 terms in the series of equation (4.49) with iand
defined as Io (4.48)
Anrei
V" 1P --
/Ue CI inceaoec; ihc dife2r t in the uppxr tiand 2cxer layer s~in2-up
tiumrs decrs@cwtt As"mptoh for GO aCo (orrpon .ir to A 0 }
. - - ro < "%A
7 .J0) 0 3 XSumi~n the Erter-Dessel seies we obtaI.
The.+refore9  h,t_ t-laye &xo)lution reduces to the famnili hooeo. .... c.-.
press.bl case .hen the density differtnce cgoes to zero.
it is instructive to compare the above resultes with the i;An.-u. for
a two layer model in which the viscous effects at the interface .re naglectc d
In most applications of two layer models this is no doubt the co ' rect appoach
because the two layer model 1s merely a simplification introduceed aY: .-
mate a continuous stratification with no internal discontinutIes, Only in a
laboratory to'-layer system composed of immiscible fluids i#s the density dia--
continuity at the Interface a phyalcal reality.
In the laboratory tw.-layer model comfosed of a fresh water laer ove r
a layer of salt water there la not a discontinuouz Interface, lntead a
diffusive boundary layer is formed in which the vertical diffusion Ies+ is
of order unity in the adiabatic equation (3.l3)o The nir dmensuional depth
of this boundary layer is w hich Is an order of magnitudX large
than the depth of the Ekian boundary layer. Therefore, the coranditions of
continuity in velocity across the Interfaceae M .dttfied in the zero order
by verticale shear of the :.eostrophic currents in the X boundary layesr. The
E.aan boundary layer becomes a second order effect e.u ivalent Ir megnitudo
to ordinary viscous diffusion It abould be noted that the diffusion coef-
ficlent of salt Is extremely small so that the Prandtl number in the exp r-k
menrts with salt water layers Is 0"-I0 . It rni ,ht 0 therefore0 sem that
r.:Olecrular dI~fftuwon will act thzvgh. a depth )(")
EquUtio) (4,12)) andsimlift
Iaij apyint, the Fouier-Bessel vmres and utri.7, the~ Lapin^e
we obtain~ the quatlons
Zrel~oni of thae Laplace~ tra~m after sol,2rvnq ft~ rV3 _L
vthewra
Volvt3 eif macy qgain be obtalraai.) by aubstltutifa;- frm454 1nto,(~
lye alba"B ee Uzet as c ~~o the solmt1on agaln aIproaches thst f o h -ki
ger'OUS SIn-up caseZ
n Figures 4.3 and 4.,5 the qaaa-steady top lay.3r vel!oit 'id the.
pan'-up time reaspectively are plotted as fuiction of . LTheze ou2Id
be compared with Figures 3.2 and 32.4 vihich illustate the saie functins
for the continuously stratified moiel. It is apparent that the two-l.ayer
system closely models the matheatically more complex continuous system.,
The points i., Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are results of the experijmnnts described
in the next chapter,
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Spin-up Time vso ,Internal Rotational
Froude Number In The Two-Layer Model
Chapter 5
The theoretical re"ulta of the twv previous chapters may easily L
veaifled In the laboratory with rather simple experlmenta, To test all
thee results three types of spi tup experiment are necessary: (1) two-
layer systems omposed of Immiscible fluidso (2) two-layer systens eon-
s~ating of a fresh water apper layer and a salt vater lower layero and (2)
continuously stratified fluid systems.
The experimental aparatu s n Illustrated schematically in Figure
5olo The rotating tank consists of two 29 ca. diameter plexiglAas oylinder.so
13 cm~, and a ams tall respectivelyo The former ls mounted on a plexiglass
plate and topled by another plexglass plate The volume thts enclosed con-
talns the working fluid in the experientes The latter cylinder Is msonted
on topot the main tank and -seres as a feeder tank for the saline solutions,
A narrow tube along the axis of rotation allows the dense fluid from the
feeder tank to flow into the bottom boundary layer of the main tank. The
apparatus is connected to a motor by a variable speed tranmeissiono A.-~olar
dialrem with 45 degree radial lines is painted on the lower plate and this
may be isled through a rotoscope device which subtracts the basic rotation
e~ the cylinder so that relatl*,e motions are easily measured,
The two-layer system Is obtained by filling the main tank to the de-
sired level with fresh water, then allowing a dyed salt water solution to flow
in slowly while the tank is rotating. If the flow id slow enough a quite sharp
interface is formed with a transition layer of les than one centimeter thick-
nesso If a continuously stratified system is desired several layersof linearly
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increasing density are placed in the tank and allowed to difZuBe for about
a day. Relaetive ,Trlocities in the tor and bottom laye: may be detr minels
by timing, the displacement of max pellts which are weighted to attain nou-
tral buoyancy in the top or bottom layer.
In an actual experiment the fluid Is allowed to achieve solid body
rotation at a given nitation rate Lo o The rotation rate is the impulsiveiy
chan.ed by a small angular velocity (h) and two stop watches are ued to
time the float displacement between successive radial lines 45 degrees apart.
Velocities can then be determined by the finite difference expression AS/4
where 66= '/ and At is the measured time interval.
An accurate estimate of the probable error is difficult but several
sources of error are worth mentioning. The viscosity of water changes by
about 2% per degree temperature change, The temperature of the fluid could
only be Jetermined at the end of an experiment because a thermometer die-
turbs the flow. Thus the temperature is probably only known to ±. 5C . The
rotation rate must be determined by timing a large number of rotations, and
although this can be done to within about + .1%0 3 is a small difference
between two large numbers ~-. and il. and the error in ) may be + 5%. For
D . nonlinear effects such as the radial advection of relative voor-
ticity begin to modify the results. As a rough estimate we can assume that
for Ro=. the experimental results might differ from the linear theory pre-
dictions by 10%. In most of our experiments eRo o(.). This circumstance
was necessitated by the difficulty of measurin- relative velocities when ()
was too small. As shownni appendix A. baroclinic instability may also enter
as an error source. Typical experimental results, however, seem to agree
with the theory to within + 5% as can be seen from the experimental points
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in the figures of chapter 3 and.4. This Is probably as good as can be ex-
pected for a linear theory.
In Table 5.1 we present the results of some experiments with immis-
cible two layer systems. The lower layer is water in all cases and th1e top
2 -1
layer is either kerosene with density .81 and viscosity 2.37 cm sec at
2 -1
250Co or a silicone oil with-density .818 and viscosity 1.07 cm sec at
25SC. A severe experimental difficulty encountered in workin3 with these
immiscible fluid systems is the zesence of lar3e surface tension at the
interface, This makes measuremlent of the float displacement in the bottom
layer extremely difficult whenever the rotation rate is large enough tW
vroduce non-negligible curvature of the interface. In such cases the radial
component of the float velocity quickly causes the float to approach the
boundary at r= I i Thereforeu the most accurate spin-up time values in
the table refer in general to the float in the upper layer.
Of greater interest for-~;ephysical problems are the exreriments
done with stratified salt solutions. The two-layer experiments were of
course done with a free surface. The addition of a small amount of efr
gent to the water served to reduce surface tension effects. In cases where
SI6 some sifcalty M eWaseWtered due to be~ollete intability.
In A~pendix A barociinic instability of two-layer systems is discussed, It
turns out that a two-layer system in which viscosity acts only at the bottom
boundary is very unstableo but Ekman layer friction dampa the growth rate
to such an extent that if the Roseby number is kept small enough, baroclinic
waves will not grow to si,nificant amplitude during the transient spin-up
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phaae of the motlon. This is because F~ reflects the manitude of the
vertical chear of the zonal velocity, and the Yrowth rate depends on the
shear.
In Figure 5.2 the eperimental data for an unstable case are shon.
HereG ,=9.1 andRJo=.- . The theoretical quasi-steady velocity is
and the t1heoretical spin-up time is 92 seconds. The measured spin-up time
is only 73 secondeo, indicating substantial nonlinear advection which ca.ses
the fluid to spin-up faster than the theoretically predicted spln-up time,
In addition, the ;routh of unstable waves prevents the layer from reaching
the quasi-steady state. Hence, we must keep the Roseby number quite small
to be able to successfully test the predictlons of the spin-up theory for
large values of the internal rotational Froude number. In Figures 4.4 and
4.5 of chapter 4 the experimental results for spin-up time and velocity of
the upper layer in the quasi-steady state are shown aloi wifth the theoret 
-
cal curves. The scatter of experimental results is greater for the spin-up
time measurments than for the quasi-steady state velocities. This merely
reflects the fact that in the former case transient velocities muat be est-
mated by a finite difference approximation- whereas in the latter a steady
velocity can be achieved.
Continuously stratified fluids were also studied experimentally. The
best experiments were done with a rigid top boundary. In this ca~e, as the
theory of chapter ? indicates, the motion is symmetrical about the mid point
between the two horizontal boundaries. Neutrally buoyant wax pellets were
used to measure the velocity at several levels both above and belo7'E= 0 .
Some free surface experiments were also done with a continuously stratified
system. In these cases the continuous stratification was obtained merely
Figure 5.2
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by mixirg; a two layer aytermo The density prof ile obtalned in thi3 rmanal
was proebbly not closely inear0 ut fortwately the sji-u4 theory re .ults
are not very rensative to mrderate vertical variation of £ The re-
u~lts of theme experiments are included in Fi.ares 3o2 and 3,4 and shoy ree-
sonable agreement with the theoryo Better controlled experiments could ob-
viously be designedo Hovever the added effort does not seem worth~hile for
study of the interior flow because even the simple experiments described
here are are asquate proof of the essential&ialidity of the theory.
On the other hand, a detailed study of the sikd boundary layer structure
vould require much more accurate floe measurement techniques. Such a study
could probably best be done in a thermally stratified system 9ith the aid of
thermocouples to measure the density field.
Chapter 0
cThe fkt of' Ekman 5ficthn on Pindcr GEnerated agggy __rre
The mathectil techniques developed for t10 laboratoy pin-up
problem may be applied In a staftraiht oward manner to deterInnie the r-
esonse of a tratifieJ ocean to the wind stre s of an idealized circulars'
storim. l9 we assume C) e may again resar ict the theory to a
circularly symmetric storm, In a later chapter we discues modificatione
due to the - effect. ' refer the motion to a tangent plane coordinate
system, i.e. a plane coordinate system %hich is tangent at its origin to
some point on the spherical earth. Letting this point be at latitude &+5
we obtain fco the Coriolis parameter Lo - ' o Here -o s
the angular velocity of the earth about its axis. The equations of motion
in this c(xrainate system are the same as for the rotating tank except that
' replaces 2-S Q in the horizontal momentum equations. Similarly f
replaces - lo in the time scale and in all the nondimencinal
paraeters re.
The problem may now be scaled exactly as in chapter 3 if we define
Ca = A where LL is a typical horizontal current velocity. The nondimena
sional governing equations are then (?,8) - (3o13) and the parameters R
and A are afain small. To fix ideas it is deuirable at this point to a&-
sign realistlc values to the various scaling quantities. For example:
H =r Ex CM
L iO cSeC1
Th ad E vinj ;~conity9 coe~z~ ffient~ is dn~iffcult to m,~Easur and p.robbyre
' gocd dieal wSth dept-h. THoe o 1Rh the of' 'the wEkan- 2aye depes o
rhe aqua c oot of ad 0terr c7tatg 1m1 te WirdcBc 2ouce 4k>
the boundary layer. Th value selectcd Lero corres. ota to an lke ey,2
depth of 10 iiters which Is typical of the real oceara,
The scale L represents a typical farter Waelength or a c ur
storm, According to TWPhit, e and Cooley (l193) the maxfimtm knetic ener;g
for: tr"alient trow1sph*er2c disturbances is in wave nuiber 8 at 4.Nc r his
correPonds to a quarter gwavelenirth of about 000 kma. For comparisort -:ae
also will consider a horizontal scale -- 1tO em v which doe not cre pord
to any real wind systems (Gxce.t rossibly hurrica8nes) but will help eluci-
date the role of horizontal scale in deterMinigr the response of the ocea&
to surface streseas..
Using the nmnerical values given in (5,l) c fInd that T= 5 'U I
uhMch msans that the decay time for a batropic current is about !0 dayeo
?or the vsricns nondimensional parameters w hava
f.4f o4. Li o / m
1A L f L {o- L= IO
-- WoOo ic LA 10
For coinvenience in the anlaysis we select a wind stress hos eaLl
,s sroportional to (i ad 'Ahose rmagitude is uch that the inluce on-j
dtefnsZonal geostrophlc current veslocAty is of order unity i the win
stress acts for a time 
-
( ) F urther oe let the wind stress ha'c
a time dependence defined by F(t) 0 Ure
{) t <:F""t) t o t <VA <t tCS 7t >s
of tf tinx stress peiod .w
vie expnd the governing, Gq-uatiLons nolm"'t a perturbatilon series i -n
exactly as in chapter 2. Since Ro 4< A the error caused by neg lectUr4
the inertial terms is muclh maller in 'this case than it was in the labor-
tory model. The boundary conditions at Z and t:O muct agail nE
dater-ined by boundary layer theory. A nond iensional stress at the free
warface of the form ave Lr ) ) '0
satisfied the requirements mentioned above.0 The boundary conditions at
for the first order k man layer equations (3.23) (32.26) are
then
eLd J; (~re) FA) a, Yo = ~o i 5= o 6 )
<1 k, V
The solution is the familiar Earan spiral
Vo, - -) F(t) e r C 0
Vo = , (t3 eSa cos( /
Integrating the continuity equation (3.26) caws~ the boundary layer ce
obtain the vertical velocity at the bottom of the boundary layer.
-ve( ) = C (,) (t) ( 6.
The first roder boundary layer at the bottot in the Ekan layer for a rigid
boundary obtained in chapter 2. The verccal mas flux out of this layer
W, (o C 7V ( 6)
The expansion for the interior is identical to that of chapter 2
anJ vill not be repeated here, The resulting first order system In terms
Si the potential vortlcity equation
b- ( 4'. - &1 ) =' 01/Ss
s~bject to the boundaxyconditions
(&P)
att T~i/
T - o (, ) F (t)
-- = 6
To solve we searate the r dependence by lettin tV y -
and take the Laplace transform of
t t
We then obtain from (06.43 ~nd (.7)
dt
Y6 k,P 'Ti s in b &+ kU cothj
Inverting the Laplace transform ve qet
Cos hk
,here
G (tI) kF coI kI-1
G(t)
8 - -c t
H(t) I
and oC Co
stratified fluid.
C
-, kC.
e inverse of the sFin-up time for a
(6.7)
( ( C1 )
of the OtSEWa futnctlon q
( TO (kir
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Asoted abov~ o for real inj systms. 3 But for %arg~
(6.0) is aproxiely
Thlese I t I approp iata to call the first 1erm, n the right the $£18
Now a.3. o hence i T= jo thle baroclinic mode (6,.10)
approegahe order unity for ;S ' (oe , coresmonntH 0o a Priod of aout
one year. We further note that the barotropl emode attains its fall mag-
nitude for S r o(I and that It remains of order unity as .S Inereasd s
1hysically this occurs because for () a ala b nce is achieved bheSween
the erergy added by the wind stresas and the diss"Ipation by .spin-down in the
bottow Ewan layer, The baroclinic mode. l, hovever, not Influenced by
the bottom Eman layer. It therefore cantpnues to gro- as loPs as th wuin
stress isprsent, and remains constant for t' .
In FIgure 6,1 the ratio of the vertically integrated amplitudes of
the baroclinlc and barotroic modes is plotted am a function of the vind
streas frequency . ShapTiro and Ward (1 60) analysed the t1w.e-spt.e se-
trum of the troposA h".ic geotrophlc meridional kinetic energy, At 4So
they found that in wtave wnub ere 6t 6 (eor which e Io ) the am plituie wvs
virtually constant for periods raqing from 2 to 400 days. Thereforeo the
wind streils amplitude is nearly independent of S . From Figure :.1 ve
-72
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may concluda that most of the energy input for the baroclinic moda Is at the
long periods of several months or more. Stom.aei and Veronis (1956) arrived
at the sae conclusion using a tuo-layer model. However, in their case the
t-effect was responsible for the baroclinic response at long periods. The
present analysis suggests that it is not necessary to include for a quali-
tative explanation of the baroclinicity of the oceans because Ekman layer
friction provided a stron3 damping effect on the barotropic response. It
also appears that in studies of large scale air-sea interaction the tran-
sient effects of individual synoptic systems can be neglected, for such sye-
teas excite primarily the barotropic mode and due to Ekman damping the ocean
has a short "memory" for this sort of energy input.
On the other had climatic variations on the time scale of several
months excite the baroclinic mode which decays very slowly onthe internal
diffusion time scale. Hence, the ocean has a long "memory"..for baroclinic
energy inputs and therefore feedback to the atmosehere may be significant.
The two-layer model of chapter 4 may also be used to derive an ex-
pression analogous to (d~6). In the two-layer model the wind stress acts
as a body force on the top layer and Ekman friction acts as a body force on
the bottom layer. Using the scaling of the present chapter the resulte for
the two-layer model may be written
wher tIr (k. )) 1((t ) pime
where G(t) and H(t) are defined in (3.0), but the inverse spin-up time
oC is now (.+.e.y) /4
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We see that for the barotropic component has decayed and the steady
state bearclinic mode remains. For I this s jaust
which is equal tothe result for the continuous model (6.10) at 0 o
This is an indication that the two-layer model represents a constant static
stability continuously stratified system quite well.
In the real oceans static stability is of course not constant with
depth, but varies from a maximum at about 100 ms. depth, where the tempera-
ture gradient is 4o C per 100 mo,, to a value an order of magnitude smaller
in very deep water. We now construct a simple function to represent the
depth dependence of static stability, and examine the consequent modifications
in the previous theory. Strictly speaking we should take the slight com-
jressibility of sea water into account by using the potential density gradient
rather than merely the deasity gradient in evaluating the static stability.
However, the two differ only slightly except at great depths so that for an
approximate theory we may retain the incompressibility assumption. It should
be kept in mind, thougho that in reality at great depths is even larger
than the value computed from the density gradient.
In Figure 0.2 the mean vertical temperature rrofile for Ihe North
Atlantic as reported by Jefant (161) is shown together with the simple
atalytic representation . 0
- (. -(6.
In addition the Figure shows the observed temperature gradient along with
the derivative of (,12),
01 .5
CL . (. _ . r a
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Figure 6.2
Observed Temperature and Temperature
Gradient krofiles for the North Atlantic
(solid lines) and a simple analytic
approximation (dotted lines).
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Where e1 L. The re ft re
I'fo the scal of a typical wind strese0 L -- to , = 8 o This imple
quadratic representation is a good cualitative approximation of the actual
static stability variation except in the top 100 me. hbere it fails to
represent the mixed iisothermal layer The mixed layer is essentially a
boundary layer effect, hovevero and the failure to include it should not
substantially effect large scale dynamic processesses
In the present case the potential vorticity equation (0,~) becomes
We again separate the Y dependence by letting 4; ' z ( -t o (r. o
and take the Laplace transfrrm of (6.13) to get
We now define the new indepenient variable X- - 4'- o and rewrite (6.14)
in terms of X as
K X x (,60,
The boundary conditions (0.7) became
;3x p --Yr e-bX~~h- o s x-1-
X
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The ~luton of (~3.13) su~ect to boundary condit ons (6O.1) is
w _ VIL . .' , '. X, I
o Y, - A . ( P ) (to.I )
where
r,,
A-
a, (-r ' + f k,'AOU,
ki
-± U i.- r4)i
( 1 ~~~L1
s~l~-a) ~itd) r,- u,
- --- -- ~P ~$-f -
~A y-, "6"1
Inverting the Laplace transform we obtain
+ 
eVr rY A oc0
whereG(t) and W () are the functions deftned in (J.9) but { is
here defined as in (),12). A:gan we see that fort> t S only the bao-
clinit% mode remains and
9V -_ - o 0A x,, Y)
eo Y , _ (+,). _ l/,3
The vertical structures of the steady state baroclinic modes in the
constant and variable static stability models are shomn in Fi:.,ure .,3 for
the horizontal scale len-th -L go c In the variable atatic stability
model the vertical shear of the current is enhanced near the surface. Hence,
the Laroclinicity of theresonse is increased by allowin -C, to vary with
depth in a realistic manner. The partition of ener;y between the barotrojtc
and baroclinic modes is, however 0 not much chan.ed from the constant static
stability results shown in FAI ure 6.1.
---- ~
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The aoluti s for the constant static stablity, tio-layero and
var~able tatic atability models (6.)0 (6.11) and (3.18) enable us to
eztimate the spin-down time es a founction of hurizontal tzale, For com-
parison we choose e h to scales L= I0ook' anj L= I,5I0 km ° The former cor-
responds zo the Gulf Stream eddy scale (not a directly mWind driven system)
and the latter is the cyclone scale previously considered in this chapter.
In the constant static stability model the spin-down time is
k, z .9o for L- 1000 kmr.) e=,o
In the twov-layer model if we let ,, .o and z= 1.Sk.then the spin-uown
time is
__ eor_ _ * L= ,.00o k, . ,= ,5
whereas in the variable static stability model the time is from (6.17)
C (.-7) ior L= oo km., e,=0 .o
In all three cases the spin-doun time approaches that of a heomo-
S;eneous incompressible fluid as the horizontal secle is increased. But
for small scdeso In hich baroclinic effects are important the two-layer
model with the top layer depth taken as approximately the depth of the per-
manent thermocline falls to exhibit the marked raduction in spin-down time
characteristic of the continuously stratified models.
Althoujh the models considered in this c.ktaer are a vast overa~m-
plification of the physical processes occurrin- in the real oceans, enou.h
of the dynamics has been retained to indicate that bottom friction is an
imlortant mechanism in the production and manntenance of the hihhly baro-
.4d
0 1 2 3 4 5
Amplitude (arbitrary units)
Figure 6.3
Vertical Structure of the Baroclinic
Mode for the, Constant and Variable
Static Stability Models, L = 108 cm.
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clini? cuYrnt structure in bhe oceaena- IfO h1o'vero the earth wer it
in ratatic, bottoa friction could influence 'kZbe flo in the nteior only
,hrou:4h t ie sloa krocaes of viscous dii fueon. Zn thatZ caire bottot fnct!cL
ould have a ne gl;iible effect in dampingr the [azarotropic curreatz. Oie
,.aian we e ethe profound effect thich rotation has on the nature of lt -.n:'-
tary fluid floV s.
In the p~evicus chapter it was shown that a wind driven citculation
in a stratifted ocean consist of a barotropic component which decays at
the Ekan layer spin-down rate, and a baroclinic mode whicho in the absence
of internal friction, is nondecaying. In the present chapter we consider
a slightly different initial value problem. At -= 0 we suppose that a
circularly symmetric vortex exists, with a given vertical momentum distri-
bution, We then wish to determine the time evolution of the vortex. By
analogy to the laboratory spin-up problem we anticipate that the vortex
will decay on the spiy-up time scale until the vorticity at I = Q becomes
sero. The remaining baroclinic mode must then be dissipated on the much
longer diffuston tame scale.
Eddies which develop in the Gulf Stream and out off as closed vortices
are a possible example of the sort of free vortices to which this theory
may apply. Typical scales for a Gulf Stream eddy (see Btommel(1960)) are
L 0 rm  . H o x( ",
r7. -
The horizontal eddy diffusion is difficult to estimate but is probably in
the rang.s r "' / 0 l o - D cm rs~. The above estimates lead to typical
values of the nondimnsional parameters
0, , % 1 o
As an initial distribution of vorticity we choose a Gaussian distri-
bution in the horizontal and a hyperbolic sine in the vertical
Ve inh t. a)
I ig." niassi'ned the value 4, the initiqal current dint-ifration has an
i -foldir. deth a:? aboit 2. kn
For a baroclinic vortex in which 7 = O =at 0 we m t include
interm.l viscune dissipation to at a time dependent solutfion The decay
11ll thus 'e controlled by the eddy diffusion tirme scales "- and or
where 3W Ia a vertical eddy diffusion coefficient and .Vr Is a hor izo nal
eddy diffuslon coefficient, We nov rescale the equations of ~otion by
daefning the tih e t scale as t =±t o For convenience in reducing
the number of parameters which explicitly appear in the nondimeneional equz-
tions we define the velocity scale as
The cnodimensional velocity will then be 0O00) provided that f L
ioe. the Roseby number must be of the same order as the ratio of the Ekhnan
layer depth to the scale heijht. For the scales given In (7.1)
LL
If we define the additional nondireensional parameter 4- ) hich
expresses the ratlo of vertical to horizontal diffetson, the nondimenZional
resealed equations may be written
J .v w - (7VV. mom-
where the -efeet has again been neglectedo
In a stratified turbulent system asuch as the ocean the Prandtl number
S is generally a function of depth and is greater than one. According
to Munk and Anderson (1948) CFi -* I 0 in the region above the thermoclineo
Since the high velocity in Gulf Stream eddles is confined quite near the sur-
face, at least initially we shall for the present aseume that v- -
so that the temperature diffusion terms may be neglected in equation (7.7).
This course has the additional advantage of eliminating the need for boundary
conditons on the temperature field.
The boundary conditions for the velocity field are
V at (rgid bottom)
and
as W O Qt ' i (free surface)
If we again expand the equation (7.2) through (7.9) in a perturbation
series in we obtain for the interior,
0-3= b oe (y* t)
r r 4O0
Ths mmy be cTzind Int a o, sinzle equaton r o he sfoe. u;nction
_ 
_2.
theo boundcay condition at Is th e usuatL condition derived ror
-the ri, i surface Ekuan boundtary layer theor e euation ~~h ?4) in tha
time scaling of thiS chapter
g- - 0 T = Io (7.H)
whicbh indicates that p9p O( C at WEO
The no strass boundary conditon at the re surface cannot be satia
tied by the interior eostrophic velocity V4 4 b uec a--s
and in ganeral k) at / 1ence,, a boundary ,syer
mait be prevent, Defining the stretched coordinate a " I nd
usini; superacript to represent boundary layer variables we obtain the
boundary Iayero The boundary layer equations aea - a P a 6 IL V Jr
Ir,a ( _7. I5)Therefore, the free surface boundary conditions requires a second orderboundary layro The boundary layer equations are (71. )
~(1i 
?
r7 q
4 -7- , 7. 21)
L.W Irl
From (7o21) %e obltan after differentiating byand integratOng
across the bourdary layer
Wd (o) =r 4(.
Substituting into equation (7,11) we get the boundary condition
el - t = J (. 23)
Equation (7,,12) subieet to initial condition (7,2) and the boun-
dary conditions (714) and (7,02) suffices to determine the internal dif-
fusion. The solution for arbitrary 6 and , is rather cmplicatedo but it
is possible to examine certain asymptotic cases to obtain some insight into
the physics0
As a first case let ~ and ~' >3 J o corresponding to an
eddy of la rge horizontal extento Then the equation for recduces to
- ) 0
-t *. "'. (7, )
uith boundary conditions
_ -- -- o -
The solution is simply 7 = I
le (7, &
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pA iilar solution may be obtained in the 8pecial case ~ , ::
(C ich may b c rallstic for Gulf Stream eddces). FMMce0
0 -t- &t)
In both of these selutions the current soreade horizontally in time
with no change in the vertical structureq This seems parodoxical especlally
in the first case where horizontal eddy diffusion has been ignored. Hoever.
any vertical momentum diffusion must be accompanied by changes in the Clopas
of the thes because In the absence of heat diffus~onof the stherms because - =
the thermal field can be changed only through vertical advection of the mean
temperature ) by a diver-;ent velocity fieldo This divergence is
sufficient to balance the vertical diffusion of vortlcity so that there is
no change in the vertical dtstirbution.
To test this physical armment we consider the asymptotic case 44 .
This case corresponds to very large static stability, and only ver y small
vertical velocities are required for large changes in the temperature field,
Thus, we anticipate that the divergent velooity field will not effect the
diffusion process appreciably.
In this case equation (701.) reduces to
and the boundary conditions are
0 f at V1 =O t o = o
it is convenient to redefine the initial condition to that the vertical
distrihation Slnh ~ is expressed in terms of a Fourier series
VV' I.SZ r 0' k.Y (7t V)
The olut.Ion of (7,27) may ten be arfttn
I-I
-Thi IN jikst ordinLary thraa 01mengnal d if&16103, if tE n
te curirent dfTusv vry little in the horizontil but Viuse a ecrtlColly
because the higher ave ambers in the Fourier sees dc8ease ii amplitud
as t Incraeases
The a yaptotic cases considered here indicate that vertieal diffusion
te suppresse for the quast-geoatrophic scale motiors in a stratified fluido
and it is unlikely that an initially tbarclinic eddy sould become baratrpic
simpaly due to vertical momentum diffusion. Incluilon of temperature diffusin
te se would probably modify these results. fowever, the resulting e4 uation
is fourth order In - o and very difficult to solve unless rather arbitrary
boundary conditions are imposed on the temperature, and it will rot be ettempted
hereo
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Chapter 8
The Influncof a Variable I j )orc
The analytic solutions obtained in the previous chapter are all
derived on the assumption of a constant Coriolie force. This is cowrect
for the rotating dish pan. But in applying these results to the oceans
t must be kept in mind that the Coriolis parameter fsagEe varles vith
the latitude q . For currents of the scale of Gulf Stream eddies and
larger this variation introduces the so called '-effect into the potential
vorticity equation Unfortunately, the inclusion of makes the mathe-
matical methods employed i our treatment of the spin-up problem unfeasibleo
We-can, howevero obtain certain special solutions for harmonic forcirn! func-
tions 'which mggesatthat acts to ncrease the baroclinicity of the rearcnae
of a stratified ocean to wind stresses The response of a two-layer *"plane
ocean to variable wind stresses has been studied by Charney (1955)0 and
Veronis and Stommel (195') The latter included inertio-gravity waves in
their study but neglected bottom friction, Their analysis demonstrates that
If the variable wind stress period is greater tbn one pendulum day the rs-
sponse of the ocean is essentially geostrolphic for howizontal scale S 30 : o
amd a negligible amount of energy oes into the inertic-gravity oscillation o
Thereforev we can again use the quasl-geostrophic system in our examinat9.
of the modifications due to bottom friction,
We will employ the ,-plane approximation in which the equationa of
motion are referred to a cartesian coordinate system with x positive in the
eastward directiono y positive northward and z poaltive upward along the
local verticalt The important dynamic effect of the earthos sphericity re-
ferred to above will be retained by letting here a constantCL & b ~o acnlt~e
".C#
The equaetions of Emotion fo the tvo-layer model including the (-effeca
may be v'rItten
It 
_2. $o.(Y ( a
at 31 3x
mhere , S /g and I() Is the u2ind stress OCurlo
For horizontal scales L/ 0o0 km all terms In equations (8o1) and
(802) are imyortanto but for large scale systems /, oo 0 km the second
and third tGCms on the left dominate and the Skaan friction effect should
not be of great Im;ortance except at low frequency forcingo The inclusion
of the effect chnages the nature of the dynamics in a very significant
way, for now the equations (8.1) and (8,2) have free wave solutions for
the homogeneous case 0Ft)2 O As a first step we examine the if luence
of friction on the frequencies of the free waves. We assume solutions of
the form Wk (x+
--- A e~\a
-k (x + ' )
Ya= C 2it y elI( (+t)
8ubsPuttuting Into (8) and (8*2) we obtain as the determiartof the coeffl--
cients A and C;
Sck (',p ,)jk -, c 11
saw CM r. k C6 (/.A c L 1; -3 O
2 
A . i
6 -
4-
2
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Figure 8,1
Rossby Wave Frequencies For The TNo-Layer Model vsO
Horizontal Scale f Motion
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Now if friction is neglectod (8.) becomes
+, 
Ce aId C2 are the barotroic and baroclinic Rosby wave speads resaectivelyo
For larg~ horizontal scales C, and E , and (8) may be written ap-
proximately as
AV k (F, + JA e +e
Thus the barotropic wave is rapidly decaying but the baroclinic wave is non-
decaylngo
In l;gtre 801 the real frequency of the barotropic and baroclinic wave
i4t plotted as a function of Eg for parameters correspondring to the real
oceans:M H , ,5 k~= 3. o 2UO and e,=.
Friction his a negligible effect on the frequencies of the free modes except
for esmall el in which case it acts to lower the frequency of the baro-
tropic mode and raise the frequency of the baroollnic mode° Therefore, fric-
tion acts to increase the baroclinicity of the oweance response in this amodel
mainly by dampizn the free barotropic waveo but also by raising the frequency
of the baroclinic wave,
We now consider a simple forcing function F(t,: ).. i;ny sFr n ik
which corresponds to a harmonlc series of circular stores traveling ac'roas
the ocean. In middle latitudes C will generally be negative, correspondin
to eatward moving torzs. Wj e asume colutions of (8o1) and (8.2) of the
o As~inry os k('ac-t) -= g  - 1.y Aink ( 9(Yt)
S8btit1utir (8,4) Into (8.1) and (34) we obtain, letting be the
frequency
to a hori ontal scale of L= 0ka Solid lines are the oluticn wthA -
bottom friction- the dashed line shows the lower layer co..onent C in the
firotionleas caseo Amlitude of component A Ars not affected by frictiono
Figure 8o. is a similar plot for L--I#,oa ki,. ~.n this case the aenplitude
of coflente B and D are negligible0
The main effect of friction is to reduce the amplitude of the coeff-
cient C for low frequency forcing0 that is to damp the lower layer velocityo
At frequencies grater than unity the 7sin-up -oceas d.ces not have tie
to aporeciably damp the lower layer velocity nd the current is harotropicD -- -~7~ 1~LI~2~ ,~ --MEfor L /0 mnt1 c For smaller hoiSontal iscale the motion ha a ~tth g
baroclinic component even at higher frequenceoa This featue ~a note d by
Charney and also Veronls and Stommel In the papers cited above.
4 l
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Figure 8.2
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Two-Layer Model vso forcing frequency
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Amplitudes of Coefficients in the
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for L = 108 cm
A second effect of bottom friction Is to introduce a component of
motion which is ninety deogree out of phase with the di-ecMy1 driven cu rrento
This component is caused by the divergence field aseoclated witi Eklran fripu
tion and has its xiimum amplitude in the lower layer. The amplituds of this
component s10 howevero extremely small even for L' i C.., and at 1- to cr,
it is utterly negligible,
We next consider the continuous stratification case with the inclu on
of a The potential vorticity equation (O0o) becomes now
and the boundary conditions are
7
-ly = - -
We again let the frocing be of the form R(t) F si SAk(+ct)o Io
this case solutions of (8.5) may ba written as
WlfA((.) sivy cask(x-ct) -t + (a) sin sink (x+ctO (9.1)
where the coefficients A( ) and 1 ( ) must satisfy the relation
d -AL 
-
o fA o
where L_ - CQ- o The boundary conditions are
cs S , A^ =E at a=i (F.9)
and
Ada d -A + " -
dz G k C. O bk
Sjolutions of (88) may be written as
A = 5C0s3, % Cs coblt.".
where 
, 
nh
C . , sa F"
S 1 'n+ (. ) +p t.coshX ,
C3 - ' C
[ .IN - .. ..'X (2 f. . .....
The resionse of the .plane ocean thus takes the form of external vaves;
a barotropic wave proportional to CSh0 ( k and a baroelinic coms-
ponent proportional to ( . i'.  o
In the unusual circumstance of a westward moving storm with 2 '
becomes imajinary and the response Ia an internal vertically propaga i g
uaveo In this case the wind stress. would be expected to co~maunicate energ~ .
all the way to the bottom of the oceano This sort of resonance with the
free Rossby waves may conceivably occur at low latitud~ , but w ll nIo be
considered further hereo Our main interest is to note the ways in whi h
friction and act to modify the response of the ocean to the typlcal mwd
latitude westerly flowo
If the friction s neglected the solution (87) s1mplifief to
Now (AA-so io lf was see that ,ev o as Co
Thereforeo the flow Is barotropic for large regardless of the value of
frequency. But the inclusion of , makes ) frequency dependert sw that
for small enough g )f,0(1) even for large G o and the curre t is
much greater at the surface than at the bottom0
The tntroduction of bottom frittion further enhances the baroclini-
city by adding terms proportional to ESin A in the solutlon, The amnpl.-
tudes at =} of the components defined in (8,10) are plotted as a functiSn
of frequency in Figure 8*4 for the case L i 07 C',s.o At low frequencies
the highly baroclinic terms proportional to in dominate forthis hori-
zontal scale,
Increasing the scale L has the effect of shifting the frequency
scale to the rght so that the baroclinc (interms e o) terms b oe f go g
nificant amplitude at lower frequency, The rezults of this chapter ind.cate
tkat both the .ffect and friction costribute to the barolinic reaons
of the oceans to low frequency forcing, In the case of frictiono the fpin-
down effect of the Elcman layer acting on the barotropic mode limits th ampli-
tude of that mode, but the baroclinic mode Is not damped by E?~man fric' pon
The t amplification of the baro~lintc mode is due to a different mech n ,. .
The presence of allows self, propating neutral waves in both the bot8o2il
and baroclinic modes 0  As the forcing period increases it approaches reson-
ance with the long period barocllnic free wave and aaplificaton of th e a-
clinic mode occurs.
am$
*#1'
Ampl ts 6.4otlle i h
Continuouly Stratitied Mlofl v,
Pba'clng Farquny, L 1= 0 cm.
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Appendix A
The validity of the slutions previously derived for the spin-up
of the two-layer or continuously stratified systems depends on the flow
being stable with respect to smeall perturbatlonso In the quasi-geostrophic
system the vertical shear of the horizontal velocity to coupled to hor-
zontal wdi nts in the density field by the thermal wind relationisr hi
Ienceo vertical shear implies the pr2esenoe of available potential enegy
which may be released by motlons in which the slope of particle trjectorie@
is less than or equal to to he slope of the potential density surfacess, The
parameter is a measure of the slope of potertial denmIty sa--
faces9  Therefore e expect the system to become increasingly unstable a
Is increased,
Phillips (1W4) studied the baroclinic instability of a two-layer
system for flow In an infinite channel 0, Fle model Included the effect
but not Lkan frictlon0  Lady (1949) studied a continuously stratified
sytSmO. be alsr referred the mottbn to an infinite channel but neglected
both and frioctons Bamiton (1904) extended the Eady model to include
IEkmn friction at top and bottom rigid boundaries He found that friction
not only stabilized the system but damped the growth rates of disturbances
in the unstable regime, If Ekman friction is included in an asymmetric
mannero which is the case for our free surface models 0 the analysis becompse
considerably more complexo Since we only sish to determine the a-puroxiiate
value of $ at which instability wi1 begin to occur in the experiments we
shall merely derive the stabillty criteria for the Inviscid two-layer model.,
To inveotigate stability "ith respect to monealy asytmetri pcrtur-
bations we mTuast include G depandee in the equa tons for the geostrophic
stream function.o Thes two.-Zayer Podel equatfions are 1hen,(. ,- ,X '' , -, ., .+  ('+,.-+, ]= O {A.,,
exaet in the fora
It = + ,) e (A.3)
where h are the mean stres fuentions a lvered over the c gordgIn~
The mean ~onal velocities will b3 denoted by f' " , __ ,'
br
where the angular velocities of the basic upper and lower layer current@
C(JS and d-C1 respectively) are independent of "tmeo In the sp.n-up prab-
lem L I and :Lare actually transuie ts but s~nee It turns out that the
growth rate of unstable waves s small compared to the spin-up time we way,
treat .I, and S.L as oonstants In the stability analysis vithout fear of
serious error.
Substituting (A,.) into (A) aend (A.2) we obtaino after disarding
porducts of the perturbed var~labiee andr wbtracltn cut the mean feldo th
first order perturbation equations,
Lc(ia- .L i-i-.)1 cc .L (JOC-J C) P,
whera e= : - 2-. si the total horizontal wave number for the pertur-
bationso £ quations (A 04) form a linear. homogeneous pal~ of equations in
and o if there are to be nontrivial solutions the determinant of the
matri of coefficients o I and must equal zero. This requirement leest
to a quadratic equation In co If the iaginary part of c Is greater than
zero the 1erturbatons grow exponentially and the flov is unstable. c must
sat-lfy the equationo
+( p g + ++ e+) O
This equation, %hich is a quadratic of the form ACZ+ # a; 1) = 0o
will have complex roots it the 41 scri±mant _ 1 0 . For the
particular case (A. 5) this criterian indicates that Q C k \Vi jc for ii
stability, The growth rate of the disturbancegcCL is given by
C ( C o(A,7)
where Iis the iaginary part of the phase saeed0  The minimu of P
A k+ therefore 0 e1  >113for inetability,
In the expersmata debrhed Ia Chapter m instability wa detected
for t ~, a Barcilon (1904) showed that friction acts to stabilie the
flow increasingly for decreasing values of the shear A,--. I . Thereforeo
in experimental work we must keep the Rosaby number very mall whene ex-
ceeds the neutral stability value (A.8)
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Appendix B
The Side Iall undar Layers
In the laboratory apparatus the downward flux of mass into th Ekmalr
boundary layer over the interior of the tank must be balanced by flow out
of the Ekman layer alon. the vertical boundary surface, In a attified
fluid this vertical flow long the side wall will carry dense fluid from
lower levels into the lighter fluid above, and may lead to unstable over-
turning and mixing, As a rough measure of this effect we assume that a
particle which penetrates a distance above its equilibrium dencity
surface can cause mixing over hborizontal distance * We must then
estimate under what conditions w ill be aall enough so that the
mixing Is confined to a boundary layer along the wall. The maximum value
of the vertical velocity VWV obviously occurs in the fir st few Tevoltions
of the spin-up during which the Eksan layer develop and acts as a centri-
fugal pump to extract fluid from the interior at the rate
where all symbols are defined in Chapter 30
Initially the side boundary layer is formed by the forced uptuining
of the Ekman. boundary layer flow and should0 therefore, also have a width
A. ence, by continuity of mass the vertical volocity out of the
Skman layer into the side wall boundary layer of width ' is
*W * rI% Ro Hao )
Considering first the two-layer modelo we let be the laight aLov
the mean to "hich the denser flsid of the lower layer penretrates nto th
-10?-
upper layer, The vertical momentum equation in the aide boundary layer
is approximately
Integrating twice in time we obtain
where is the initial velocity at h wo (T.& .) Th!s h a
occurs at t'* w and we have
AMW ft (8 d
ac af,
~P, C) ASIA IsN Ir&
141 2
where S W2/1.
As an example0 typical values are4F jo S 0 then for R12 & I <
hV "'-)0 0( oA) For larger values of the Rousby number mrinng v.ould
become important, but the linear theory is not valid for large FR anyzBay
An analogous disoussion applies to the continuous model 0  In this
case the vertical momentum equation in the boundary layer is
A whe re
t 14' dI. t^ H MWO
with initial conditions
VV= O at t - O
is taken to be the vertical displacement of a fluid parcal in the
side boundary layer,
(B,5)
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vwhere C is a constant determined by the initial conditions
C- Ro R H'
The maximum penetration ons n ndmensionally
This is the square root of v,, in the two-layer case, so although the
penetration is greater than in the two-layer model is still very
small for R . I and e not too large. Hncea mixia at the side
boundaries will not be important for the range oft R and (L prevailing
in our exleriments.
In additionto the above considerations we must be sure that the
interior solutions which we have derived can be matched to a boundary layer
structure which satisfies all boundary conditions at the wall. Greenspan
and Howard (10,.:) considered this problem in detail for the homogeneous Ifrt-
compressible case. They found that the side walls have a double boundary
layer structure. There is a main boundary layer of thickness /- , which
is essentially the distance to which viscous effects will penetrate in a
time t 100) This thick boundary layer cannot satisfy the condition
at the wallo It turns out that an inner layer of thickness I/ is required,
In the two-layer model (for smallR ) it Is cbvlcns that this same structure
will hold for the bottom layer because the dynamics at the aide walls are
the same as in the homogeneous case In the upper layer however, there is
no £kman layer effect to force strong vertical 4otione along the vertical
boundary and the single A' boundary layer can satisfy all boundary condl-
tionso The above considerations apply to the fresh water - calt watey aode-o.
-10O-
In the case of imiscible fluids the tor. layer also requires a double sade
vall boundary layer structure due to the interface Ekman layer,
In the continuous model the probles becomes much more complicated
because the upward vertical mass flux at the will will create density per-
turbations op-posite to those in the interior, so that horizontal density
gradients across the boundary layer are an essential feature. The explicit
calculation of the boundary layer solutions in the stratified case is very
dlfficult, Here we merely indicate in a heuristic manner that a double
boundary layer structure can be matched to the interior provided that the
zonal velocity in the interior has vertical shear,
In our discussion of the Elman boundary layer we assumed that solu-
tions valid throughout the fluid could be written in the ,£fo
where is a stretched coordinate and the boundary layer com;ieent 4
becomes exponentially wall as %-Smo In the following discussion it
is more convenient to take a someitat different viewpoint0  We let f (V)
be a solution valid in the interior andf be a solution valid in the boun-.
dary layer 0  We then require that a t the interior ed:e of the
boundary layer Generally ths matching may not be possible arnd an inter-
mediate layer must form which can match to the interior and to the cuter
boundary layero
In the present case the boundary conditions to be satisfied at the
vertical wall are
S O , VrL O ~ O 4 , I
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To satisfy the first of these. conditions we considea a boundary layer of
thickness \ We define the stretched coordinato as 
-r
At e= 0 the vertical mass flux into this boundary layer requiras that
W 11) , OC() as can be osen from equation (B.2). Using superscript B
to denote boundary layer variables we obtain from t he equations of motion
(3.8)- (V.12) of Chapter . the following balances correct to O ( R)
. ., o3
SVe
---- ~n3
where W , and are o() and ~
Combining (B.0) and (BB,1 ) we obtain
- - = W r
which can satisfy the condltionW o at = 0 . (B.12) Indicates
thatVe= i at 'I-= o can be satioated, Similarlyo from ( .10) Vc= 0
can be also satiafied. All of fthe balances (B,) - (B.14) appear to be
independent of the tm i to This Is because the! all effects penetrate
a distance a' w ithin the first few revolutions (the nae time which It
takes the Ekman layer to form), Equation (B.14) has an implicit time depen-
dence because at z o Is determined by the divergence in he Ekman layer,,
which en time
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dependento Howevero the zonal velocity V is time ndenpendent and hence
cannot be matched to lhe interior zonal flow.
There aust also existo as in the homogeneous casee, a layer of order
)" which can match to the interior. Let - r The var~les
are ordered as follc~~e
Vr,' o(( ) ve - o()
where the superscript e' refers to variables in the coumrdinate. We ob-
tain the following balancess
e+- (&. i6)
bt'-
(86 i)qS0o4.0
The small
variablei
internal
which In
a I L-I --. N I a- T O
magnitude of W ** and is reasonable0 for in this region tboa-
9 must all change sign to match their values near the eail to tUh
solution. Dtfferentiating (B.18) with resfect ;o me obtai
Just an ordinary horizontal diffusioi equationo There-~f~r l
II)' 1
a
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obviously be matched to VG4 and Val From (Bo0 1)and (O17) ,e note
that V0  is geostrophic and a function of g . Therefore, ,the intrior
zonal velocity nust also be a function of to achieve matching,
L-rofetsor Greenspan has pointed out to me that a stream fnanct:cn
of the forrm j-t .'t-bY where cL and b are functions of tim onrly %711
satisfy the equations in the case of an infinite plate For such a
stream function JX 0O and the spin-up is exactly l4ke the barotropic
caseo However 0 for the horizontal boundary at infinity our paremeter
and our solution reduces to Greensan and Howard's re lt for a horngeveous
incompressible fluid0  For a horizontally finite system this kind of solu-
tion cannot exist because it apparently cannot be matched to the side 'Mall
boundary layer0  Although the above heriatic anguenlt are not concluaive
mathematical proof of this fact, nature has provided the proof in the eo-
perimental results reported here.
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